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and to venture in the
highest sense is precisely to become conscious of one's self.
Kierkegaard

To venture causes anxiety, but not to venture
is to lose one's self ...

Vol. XII, Number 8

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW_JERSEY

'FIRST AT NE·W GALLERY:
SECAL, FANG OR,
ANUZKIENWICZ
Three artists who live in
New Jersey, GEORGE SEGAL, WOJCIECH FANGOR AND
RICHARD
ANUSZKIEWICZ, distinguished artists in their fields of
painting and sculpture are exhibiting their works at The
College Gallery, located in
Vaughn-Eames Hall at Newark State College from October 21st through November
23, 1971. This exhibition
marks the opening of the new
College Gallery and is on view
to the public from 4:00 p.m. to
10:00 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 9:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m. on Saturday. (open to
college public 9 a.m. to IO

p.m.)
FANGORAND
ANUSZKIEWICZ, the two
painters, and SEGAL, the
sculptor, are well known as optical ·or "pop artists", are exhibiting new works at the College Gallery which are more
·difficult to categorize or label.
The common quality shared
by all of them is their concern
and use of the environment in
their art.
The new Vaughn-Eames
Hall, housing the College Gallery, was formally dedicated
on October 21, 1971. Miss
Zara Cohan, Gallery Director,
Gallery Director, has indicated that this exhibition is the

"first of many exciting shows
the college wishes to present in
the new Gallery," and thanked
the "efforts of Mr. Gilbert
Roessner, President of City
Federal Savings & Loan Association and Chairman of the
College's Fine Arts Committee for making the exhibition
possible," with 6 other financial institutions:-First New
Jersey Bank, Harmonia Savings Bank, Investors Savings
& ,Loan Association, National
State Bank, The Union Center
National Bank and Union
County Trust Co.
The College Center Board,
the largest donor, made the exContinued on page 2

COUNCIL FINANCES

Last Friday night, Oct. 29,
the Student Council held a
meeting in Downs Hall. A
num_b er of important issues
were discussed, chiefly a new
Finance Board Structure. In
this new structure, a number
of significant changes were
· made among them being open
meetings of Finance Board ,
with all students having the
right to attend (previously all
Finance Board meetings had
technically been closed) , more
efficient procedures for the
Board , and repeal of the rule
against class presidents sitting
on the board. Speaking of
class presidents, a move was
made to provide full tuition
scholarships or grants for
these four personages. The
concept was approved in theory, however no actual appropriation of money took place
at this meeting. Indications
are that the appropriation will
come at a meeting in the near
future. Of the four class presidents, only one, Brian Molloy,

newly elected president of the
class of 1975 was opposed to
voting himself money.
The meeting was unusual also in that from the beginning,
the President of Student Organization, Bob DiFernando,
did not wield the gavel. While
retaining technical chairmanshipA,of the meeting, he handed
the· gavel down to Beth Bowden, the Parliamentarian so
that the meeting might run
more smoothly and her knowledge of proper procedure be
more easily used. This marks
the first time in the history of
Student Org. that the meetings
have not been run by an elected officer of council.
President DiFernando informed the council that letters
had been received during the
week from the administration
removing students from both
the Promotion Committee
and the Space Utilization
Committee; however, he stated further, the administration
later in the week in effect rever-

sed itself and students are now
back on these bodies. He decried the original move as "a
reversal of the trend on this
campus that has gone on for
two years", and expressed
hope that the reinstatements
mean that the administration
stands behind student participation in campus government.
In further business, it was
announced that the hiring of a
Business Manager for Student
Organization can be expected
to be completed in two to four
weeks.
The president also announced that students are urgently needed to serve on several committees. Anyqne interested should stop into the Student Organization office.
Jim Harrison, Course
Evaluation Head, announced
that course evaluation booklets were ready and had been
given · out last Thursday. Unfortunately the supply of the
booklets were nearly cxhaus,Continued on page 2
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LISTENING
POST OPENED.
President Nathan Weiss ters, and the Rights and Reheld an informal Listening sponsibilities Ad Hoc CommitPost last Thursday in order to tee-formed to guide students
offer the students an opportun- in dealing with problems of
ity to voice their views on var- stolen books, plagarism, etc.,
ious campus issues. Only 5 stu- will sqon be in operation.
The problems of transportadents made themselves availtion, building of "more" lots,
able for comments.
Regarding the Evaluation to accommodate "more" cars,
Book-1970-1971, Dr. Weiss to accommodate "more" pollupraised it as a "great first tion and "more" crowded spacstep". Adding that it rteeded es is seriously being dealt with.
more faculty participation. He Commissioner Cole recently
hoped it would be followed spoke with Dr. · Weiss and
up, since the last time it was agreed to ·send traffic specialdone was in 1966. Dr. Weiss al- ists to work with the commitso gave the Independent a gen- . tee and investigate the alternaeral run down on committees tives to overcrowding the colinitiated by him to serve the in- lege with lots. Options such as
Transportation,
terests of everyone at NSC. Satellite
The student-oriented Satellite where a church lot could be
Co-Op was enthusiastically utilized for parking and have
supported by the president, bussing from there to the colwho himself began another lege, or mass transit, plus the
committee to work along the idea of trains and buses insame lines. The president's stead of cars are now being reSpace Legalization Advisory searched.
A new management science
Committee was designed to
look at space in terms of long major will be encorporated inand short range goals; what to the curriculum next year unavailable space can be utilized der the direction of Dr. Leslie
now and how much more will Hiraoka of the Economics
be needed for the future. The Dept. The course will prepare
committee consists of 3 admin- students for management of
istrators, 3 day students and 1 small companies, city and
night student, 2 senate ap- county government and hospipointed faculty, and 1 faculty pital administration. It will alappointed by faculty associa- so provide on the job experition. The members would then ence. With the advent of Womake recommendations to men's Lib, President Weiss
President Weiss of their "shar- hopes some girls will take an
ed influence" basis. Other new interest in the Industrial Arts
: committees such as the Presi- program.
Commentation on the Bond
dent's task force to deal with
human relations, especially in Issue, President Weiss was not
reference to interracial matContinued on page 2
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FOREIGN
·s TUDENTS
PROGRAM
TO END?
BY KA THY GURDON

Hidden under the ever-ris- :State no longer have the Ex, ing number of commuter stu- change Program if the foreign
dents at Newark State lies the students are not recognized or
, Foreign Exchange Students. helped in running their proThe Foreign Students Pro- gram. They also suggest that
gram, after 13 years of success- the Program be run on a largful effort, is now being threat- l er scale. As if is now, there is a
ened by extinction. There are 1000 to 1 ratio of students to
many underlying reasons for 1the foreign students. They
the termination of the pro- would like to see a larger forgram with lack of funds being eign-student body.
Elliot Bernstein, treasurer
a major contributing factor.
Student Organization has of the Foreign Student Prosponsored the Exchange in the gram, talked about past repast years, but is currently pe- sults or events sponsored for
titioning the College · to take- , and by the Foreign Students.
He said, "The Coffee Hours
over funding the project.
last
year were not at all sucThe five foreign students on
campus voiced their opinion cessful. The few people who
concerning the program. The did show up were only interestContinued from page 1
NEW GALLERY
students
themselves are begin- ed in food ."
hibition publication possible.
Janis Gallery in New York lery in New York, and had a
There will be two foreign
ning
to
doubt
the program beGEORGE SEGAL, who is and has appeared there annu- none-man exhibition at the
students
graduating this June,
cause
they
feel
that
they
are
showing body fragments cast ally, as well as being represen- Guggenheim Museum last
the
remaining
three tentatively
putting
themselves
out
and
in plaster, departs from his ear- ted in countless major shows year. His works are in major
lier full figures. Each fragment and collections throughout the collections throughout the not getting anything in return. will graduate in '73. After
The foreign students are disen- these five students depart, it reor piece of the body is then world.
world.
chanted by the students here mains to be seen whether
placed into a group to create a
WOJCIECH FANGOR,
RICHARD
single environment. The fi- born in Poland, and living in ANUSZKIEWICZ, though who give them little or no re- Newark State College will continue servicing the foreign stugures are usually of people in- Madison, New Jersey, creates working with color and light cognition.
dents.
They
suggest
that
Newark
volved in the ordinary chores subtle optical effects in his or- problems similar to FANof daily living. However, MR. ganically constructed abstract GOR, is more geometrically
SEGAL, elevates the common- paintings. At first, using con- oriented. Though always conplace to the extraordinary by centric circle, then undulating cerned with the effects of the
focusing in on a single charac- bands and biomorphic shapes, interaction of colors, his later
teristic or movement of the WOJCIECH FANGOR now paintings, represented in this
body. In "freezing'.' the mo- produces an effect of pulsating exhibition, utilize more pastel
ment of the ordinary he cre- or radiating energy that moves colors and are lighter than his
ates a universal poetry of the forward in space, through hit earlier works, radiating a softcommonplace. MR. SEGAL radiance of color. MR. FAN~ er but brilliant glow. His canA human relations lab has Task For~ ·to unite all the
is represented by the Sidney GOR is with the Chalette Gal- vases are complex in construc- recently been framed, under groups into one body. That is,
tion using "modular arrange- the leadership of President through meetings and organiments of squares," "nested Weiss. The purpose is to en- zation that will promote unsquares," or "diagonal progres- courage co-existence and a derstanding and cooperation
sions," producing spectacular warm relationship between the within the entire student body.
optical effects. MR. ANUS- human beings within this col- A statement by Eliot Bernstein
ZKIEWICZ is with the Sidney lege community.
summarizes the ·reasons for
BY LEN WELN ER
Newark State is a college of the President's task force. "No
On Thursday evening, Octa- "there can never be peace as Janis Gallery in New York
ber 21st, Seton Hall Univer- long as the world is split be- and like SEGAL and FAN- many hostile groups. There is one can live alone in this
sity held a "Convocation on tween the haves and the have GOR, his work is represented an unlimited amount of divi- .world. People have to comin major exhibition~ and col- sion: blacks and whites, the municate with one another."
W arid Justice and Peace Com- nots."
Greeks and the Freaks, the fralections
throughout the world.
The meetings of this human
memorating the Sixth Anniternities
and
the
sororities,
sturelations
lab will present the
versary of the Visit of His
The main purpose of this
FINANCES
dents and teachers-to name needed opportunity for people
Continued from page 1
Holiness Pope Paul VI to the convocation, despite its pomted in one day and no more just a few. Enrollment at to ajr their views and to face
United Nations." (Before I pous title, was to honor a
continue, I wish to stress the "man of the year" who de- are available for distribution. Newark State is now 5,000 each other truthfully. The next
However, six of the books and that can make for an aw- meeting is scheduled for Nofact that this is subjective and voted a great deal of his life to
have been placed in the Re- ful lot of hostility. It is the vember 4 during the college
includes opinions of others "peace." As I looked around
present.) The convocation be- the audience during these pro- serve Room in the Library and goal of this Human Relations free hour.
gan, in a very traditional man- ceedings, I got the distinct im- may be used by students there.
ner, with the singing of the Na- pression that the great major- The booklets will prove extional Anthem. For, perhaps, ity of people did not come be- tremely helpful in planning futhe first time, rather than sing cause of any real convictions ture schedules and in assisting
along like a robot, I listened to regarding peace. It was sug- students in deciding what inthe words- "bombs bursting. gested to me, perhaps, they structors to take.
An important
.." Ironically, immediately fol- came to relieve any guilt they
lowing the National Anthem, had or to say the "aided" in announcement concerning
The Constitution and By- Laws of this constitution are
the Reverend James P. Mc- the "cause." Personally, I ALL RUNDED GROUPS Laws Committee, a sub-com- under revision. Other new conMenemie gave a blessing for wouldn't give them that much was made. A monthly report is mittee of Student Org., is re- cepts to be considered by the
now required from each viewing the constitutions of all committee include: .the qualifipeace and very properly stated.,; credit.
group. If this report is not new clubs forming on campus. cations for the line of succesturned in to the Secretary of Clubs such as the National sion to the presidency of StuContinued from page 1
Student Org. by the middle of Education Association, the dent Org. and stringent attenthe month, the group or Economics Club, the Social dance regulations at council
groups failing to file will auto- Welfare Club, and the Council meetings.
matically have their funds fro- for Exceptional Children are
Members of this committee
happy about the council's deci- capacity.
zen.
As
of
Friday
night
only
are:
Chairman, Jerry Barron,
currently
having
their
constituDr. Weiss stated a desire to
sion of non-support respects it
Jim Mason and Steve Wance.
'
and understands it as the see the campus cleaned up a lit- three groups on the campus tions reviewed.
had filed such reports for this
New members are needed, predemocratic _way. He has no tle. He suggested the night and
month
and
if
the
reports
are
Last
year
a
new
Student
ferably
underclassmen. Concomplaints on the paper, he day student council to set up a
not
forthcoming
from
the
tact
any
of the members or
Org.
constitution
was
drafted
campaign
to
save
our
environappreciates them printing his
ment, and asked that the news- others, they will lose all mon- and voted into law by the stu- leave a note in Mailbox 193 as
stands on various issues. ·
dent body. Presently the By- soon as possible.
Asked about the job crisis, paper set -up a bicycle cam- ies they now have.
Dr. Weiss regards it as a ser- paign, so students will bring biNOTICE:
FOR SALE
ious problem related to the re- cycles instead of cars, to stop
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
FOREIGN STUDENTS
1965/67
Corvette
cession in part, and the reduc- pollution. ' Anyone interested
DADDY!!
Alumnl Lounge
327
cu
.
365
h.p. Many
LOVE,
tion of the population. He in talking with the president
Free Hour
Extras
CAROL
wants to put NSC students on can meet him in Sloan Lounge
Thurs., Nov. 11, 1:40
Call Carol: 442-5914
&
a more competitive basis, by every two weeks during the
DIANNE
offering them in a bi-lingual free hour.
'

HUMAN
RELATIONS
GROUP FORMED

IMPRESSION OF CONVOCATION
ON WORLD JUSTICE

BY-LAWS
COMMITTEE
NEEDS MEMBERS

LISTENING

f
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CURR. COMMITTEE
.M EETS

BY LEN WELNER

The Curriculum Committee . sidered the program and
held an open meeting for mem- passed the following motion,
bers of Arts and Sciences fac- 11-4: A) they want to have
ulty in Downs Fromal more time to review and B)
Lounge, Tuesday, October 26, they rejected the revision of
at I :40. Mr. Schumacher general education on the
stated that there have been grounds that I. the departtwo major curriculum revi- ment wasn't consulted and 2.
was
insufficient
sions since 1956. The first by there
'the department of education documentation. The docuand the second when liberal ment stated revision should be
arts was added to the cur- undertaken by each departriculum. In January 1970, the ment and be given to the CurCurriculum Committee was riculum Committee. Dr. Arasked to review the cur- nold, who voted against this
riculum. As a result of THIS statement, said the proposal
request, a subcommittee was should not be rejected immeformed to review general edu- diately and a mm1mum
cation requirements. The sub- amount of time should be
committee presented a model taken. The Dean concluded by
which could serve as an alter- saying the faculty of Arts and
nate to the present system. It Sciences wanted more chance
was presented to obtain feed- to contribute and felt the revision was done hastily.
back for the proposal.
Mr. Shumacher expressed
The Dean of the School of that the Curriculum ComArts and Sciences spoke for mittee wanted reactions to the
the majority of faculty chair- substance of the proposal,
men in that area. He read a rather than the procedure. The
document dated October 7 Curriculum Committee itself
which stated the faculty con- is not committed yet to any

specific proposal. The Curriculum Committee will review all documents before
sending them to the Faculty
Senate. The Committee hopes
to correct the procedures of
the Ad Hoc Committee. Dr.
Stone reiterated the revision
has taken two years and was
done at the request of the
President of the Board of Trustees.
Dr. Dorr emphasized that
the faculty should respond on
educational grounds. He
stressed the urgency because
they are dealing with students
who are "driven to taking
courses useless to them". The
budget will affect the status
quo and, while new students
will enter the College, there
will probably be no new faculty
to
accommodate
them- resulting in larger classes. The revision will affect the
lives of the students.
It was decided to consider a
calendar that will give the
department a chance to react
substantively to the program.

HELA YUNGST TOURS NAM

r···-··~-~-,w.......__, ,. . .,__,,.,

COMMUNITY COALITION
HEADS SPLIT
BY MAUREEN GOGER

The Co-chairmen of Community Coalition, Bob Travaglione and Ricky xxxxxxxx ·
have both resigned. Ricky
stated she no longer had the
time because of a new job. Mr.
Travaglione however, had a
quite different story.
He began by explaining
there was no need for a chairman because of the Coalition's
structure of five committees
which work independently.
They are: 1. Strike; 2. Security
Revisal; 3. Parking; 4.
Women's Consciousness and
5. . PIRG] Never-the:less, to
satisfy Student Councli, a new
chairman was elected, but they
rejected the proposal saying
that they would find someone
else.
The following statements
are direct quotes from Bob
Travaglione:
I was getting sick and tired

On August 9, 1971, the fith
annual Miss America USO
Tour arrived in Saigon. Hela
Yungst, graduate of Newark
State and last year's Miss New
Jersey, accompanied Phyllis
George, Miss America, and
Miss Arizona, Arkansas,
Iowa, Nevada and Texas on
the tour. Before going on the
twenty-two day tour, the girls
rehearsed a show, in Atlantic
City, produced by George Cavalier, the executive produceer
of the Miss America pageant.
Hela Yungst spoke about . NEW HEAD
the uncertainty the girls felt regarding their reception in Viet
FOR
Nam; however, their doubts
were dispelled when they landed. The tour included the main , COUNSELING
military bases, army hospitals,
BY SUSAN CO USINS
the USS Enterprise, as well as
very remote bases of only 100
Dr. Edward S. Butler is the
men. They experienced large
new Director of the Counselvariations in weather, ranging
ing Center at Newark State
from I 05 degrees in the North
College. He is a graduate of
to the monsoon season. They
the University of Buffalo,
all left carrying with them
where he also earned his
memories of an unforgettable
Ph.D. in pyschology. Preexperience.
viously, Dr. Butler served as
director of psychology at the
Pollak Clinic of the Monmouth Medical Center, as a
clinical psychologist at the VeBY SUSAN COUSINS
teran's Administration HospiBY BETTY WETZLER
A UNICEF Drive, initiated
tal
in East Orange and as a
Thursday, October 28th, the dents in· pursuit akin to tradi- by Rosemary Coppola, was
part
time psychology instrucFaculty
Senate
convened, plac-.....t=:, tional academic pursuits. The held on campus October 18
•
•
tor
for
the University of
mg under discussion the Sen- proposed resolution itself thru October 22. With the help
Maine,
Rutgers
University
ate's Executive Committee re- states:
of volunteers Rosemary set up
and
the
Division
of
Field
Servsolution on he proposal to
"Each full or part-time a table outside the snack bar
ice
of
Newark
State
College.
grant academic credit for parti- member of the studebt body using the slogan "Give to UNI~
In Addition he is a member of
cipation in college governance. should have the opportunity CEF, make a child happy".
the
Board for the New School
The resolution is based on to earn academic reddit for NSC students contributed a toin
Matawan,
N.J., which is defour points: that I). the stu- participating in the gover- tal of $228.00, $100.00 of that'·
scribed
as
an
"open or free
in the first two days.
dents of Newark State accept nance of the College".
A UNICEF Drive is held an- School".
the concept of shared gover"To effect this principle a
Dr. Butler expressed the denance with full knowledge of joint Ad Hoc Committee, con- nually during early autumn
sire
to tiring the Counselling
the responsibilities, 2). the stu- sisting of three (3) representa- and is sponsored by the UniService out of its dark corner
ted
States
Committee
in
Assodents have established a tradi- tives from the Faculty Senate,
in the Student Center and to
tion of commitment to the go- the Faculty Senate, the Even- ciation with the United Nacreate
an atmosphere in which
vernance of the College ing Student Council, and Stu- tions. Their money is distributhe
students
will feel free to
through their services and as- dent Organization, and one (1) ted to needy children through- speak out (Conversations be·
sumed responsibilities, 3). member of the Graduate Stu- out the world.
tween counselors and students
these services and responsibil- dent Council, should be estab~re strictly confidential and go
ities of ten demand as much lished to recommend proceno farther than the counseling
time and effort as an academic du~es for enabling students to Duffy Daugherty is in his 18th seaoffices.)
In an effort to become
endeavor, and 4). these com-

FACULTY ·sENATE
CONVENES

mitments often involve stu-

Continued on page 14

UNICEF

son as Michigan State football
coach.

Continued on page 10

of getting blamed for all the
problems such as drinking
wine and smoking dope, when
I wasn't even in the building,
by members of Council, The
Executive Board of Student
Organization and officials of
the Class of '72. They are the
most prejudiced people that
have ever existed in the world.
I didn't want to go and beg
Finance Board for money and
try to explain anything to
those economic dopes. Any
progressive ideas that Community Coalition has are constantly attacked and hampered by that moron Bob
Powers. Not because he has
any ligitimate criticism but because of his own personal feelings against our action. Any
rulings that he makes, he tries
to make them sound like the
will of the students, but they're
really the will of BOB
POWERS! Unlike Bob Di
Ferdinando who can contain
he personal contempt for
members of the Executive
Board and make-believe he
can work with them. I just
don't have the time or
patience, to put-up-with their
petty shit.

NEW OMBUDSMAN
WILL FIGHT

PROBLEMS
The term "ombudsman"
comes directly from the Swedish term used for public officers who have the responsibility of listening to grievances and taking appropriate
action. The Ombudsman
serves as an expediter and
developer of resolutions to
problems brought to him by
students, staff or faculty.
Mr. Struyk's office will
handle both academic and
non-academic problem areas.
Academic areas might deal
with problems encountered at
registration, course requirements, quality of instruction
tuition and grades. Non-aca~
demic matters may include the
subject of on or off campus
housing, employment, use of
facilities, and many others.
Mr. Stuyk hopes to
"remedy the problems brought
to attention, or quickly refer
them to the appropriate man
Cir office at the College for
,Continued on page 10
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1
would like to say a big thank
you to all the maintenance
workers
at
N SC.
Unfo rtu nately
I
doubt
whether many of them bother
to · read the Independent - so
they will not see this. Recently, I visited a large
prestigious university and was
really appalled by it's dirty appearance. The lavatories gave
forth such a stench I wouldn't
even use them. The classrooms reminded me of unmade beds all disarrayed ..
There were ,ashes and papers
all over the place. Unfinished
and half-eaten food was on the
window sills etc., etc. Jt was a
thoroughly nauseating experience and made me really appreciate NSC. I know we
knock the school alot; but in
comparison to this one NSC is
a paradise. Thanks to those
who keep it clean. I hope more
of us will become conscious of
the beauty we do have here
and try to preserve it.
Rosanne Greco

,., •

:iv-r~......

!i"..l-1...::~:;;;;~

'

./1.

'

"Truth cannot be

·Dear Al Malawka,
If you haven't yet received
/orcetl but must be allowed to plead /or itsel/,"
dozens of nasty letters from
the student body it's surprising. I think I speak fo r a
large part of the student body.
Stop making those pathetic
pleas fo r fi nancial assistance.
You can't be that stupid as not
to realize that everybody has
money problems. Mine are
even worse than yours. Do
you want to hear my sob
stories? No, huh? Then stop
telling us yours. If you need
money, like my old lady tells
me, get your goddam ass out
to work! ! ! And whil~ you're
couragement of black-white confrontation
on your way job hunting, take
scenes in the lobby and the aisles of the theater
a walk into a low income
after the initial influx of illegal entries. This
neighborhood '. , and then go
statement of good will was built up by both outhome,
look in the mirror and
siders and NSC cretins who feel it is their duty
see if you can stand yourself! I
to role play to the hilt.
don't know how that girl
At one point in the evening, the film was shut
down the shore can. I'm not
off while plans were made as how to handle the
trying to be cruel; but I really
crowd. And of course, during this period of tencan't believe there are people
sion and indecision, the NSC beer drinking all
American shitheads (brothers banded together in the world who have your
nerve .,. asking for money like ·
in bonds of friendship) chose to add to the confusion by chanting semi-mongoloid cheers of that when there are people
much worse off than you. "You eat it!" All in all, it was a night for
Good luck - hope you get To the Student Body and
Newark State College to shine in the eyes of the
the job.
· Sincerely yours Council Members:
community.
Pam Povlin
As a member of the junior
Question: How do students here expect CCB,
class I regret and apologize
or any other organization, to present any enterthat I attended my first stutainment to this college community (and I use
dent council meeting on
that term EXTREMELY loosely) if they can't To the class of 1975,
I would like to take this op- October 22.
observe a few lousy rules. Sneaking outsiders in
In observing the last two
is fine, unless you're one of the students shut portunity to thank the 76 peoout of a closed performance. Smoking inside ple who voted for me last week hours of the meeting I was
the theater is swell (wotta he-man), unless the during the student council very much impressed with the
primaries. I hope that you will majority of the members. It
TP A is shut down by a fire inspector.
Keeping all these things in mind, it is very use your votes to choose the seems to me that these people
amusing (?) to see the people who are most in- most responsible candidates to know why and what they have
terested in rules and regulations (including represent you in the student been elected for.
As in all organizations there
some veddy veddy proper campus "personali- council.
I
would
also
like
to·
thank
are
those who are there for the
ties") fight tooth and nail with ushers in order
to get into a film presentation which is mobbed, the 224 people who took 5 prestige only but that is not
and to see "mature" (and God, do I use THAT minutes of their time to vote. I why I am writing this letter.
term loosely) young adults hide their ciggies un- hope today you would do the What I wish to do is to thank
der their seats unt~l ushers walk by. Hey people, same. The freshman class all student council members
needs your vote in order to • for taking their elected
WHY DON'T YOU GROW UP?
work. If a dance, field trip, positions as seriously as they
cakesale or any other activity do. Also I wish to thank them
is planned to improve our for doing their jobs in such a
class, it needs your support, to- manner as to show their
BY BETTY WETZLER
day. Please vote.
dedication and maturity in
Newark State College
Thank you very much handling such important busiAthletic Association ..................... :.. 56,626.42
Jay Gerstlu ness, as they do. It takes quite
Newark State College
a bit of dedication and conScience Club .......... ...... .. ................... 1,356.75
cern for Newark State and it's
Orientation Committee ........ .......... .. ... .. 5,818.00
.·
student body to sit through a
Ring Sales - Commissions ......... ........................ .
To the Editor:
.
complete council meeting, beSpanish Club .................................................... .
Please do not take this letter cause of the concentration
Student Committee for Advancement
to ·be sarcastic in any way beContinued on page 10
Through Education ........ ................... 2,638.00
Social Committee .......... ....................... 1,310.00
Student Council Organization ............... 9,354.95
The opinions expressed In signed columns of this newspaper do not
Student Council Projects .................... . 13,249.06 necessarily
reflect th• opinions of the editors. Nor Is anything printed In this
unless directly noted H such, to be taken as offlclal policy or opinion of
Salaries............ .... .......... ....................... 6, 725.00 paper,
the college.
Theatre Guild ......... .... .................... ......8,525.00
Editor-in-Chief: Edward Naha
Townsend Lecture Series ............... ........3,770.31 Managing Editor: Joan Minneci
Business Manager: Rich Hempel
Withdrawals .... ....... ....... ................. ...... 2,500.00 News Editors .................................................Carol Doyle, Betty Wetzler
Women's Recreation
Assistant News Editor ....................................................Dianne Anninio
Association .................. ..... .. ..... ....... 10,448.58 Feature Editor .................................... ................................ Sue St. Pierre
TOT ALS ....... ....... ...... ..........$337,959.94 Assistant Feature Editors ............................... Jan Dalziel, Patti Ann Lee.
President Diferdinando stated that all the Copy Editors ............................ Laurie Hayes, Lois Mattson, Mike White
above monies were appropriated through
Lynn Schroeder
the proper channels, that is, recognized or- Sports Editor ....................................................................Michael Cleary
ganizations obtain funds by appealing to the Photography Editor .............................................................. Ed Mulkeen
Finance Board . and Council. Diferdinando Advertising ······················.············································ ···Carolyn Hughes
then added that any student with a pro- Advisor .................................. :..................................... Jarnes Jandrowitz
ject not necessarily connected with an or- Staff .............................. Susan Cousins, Josephine Jinks, Ricki Kociuba,
Ken Graf, Joann Boyer, Jean Lizerrnan, R.C. Kluger,
ganized group could also be funded through
Janice Androkovitz, Bob Burkhardt, Lois Abate,
the Student Council Special Projects. FundNathalie Sullivan, Beth Goodtree, Al Malawka,
ing obtained in this manner must also go
Judy Magliaro, Jim Kalb, Maureen Goger, Sharon McHale,
· before the Finance Board
and
Council
Kathy Gurdon, Jan Furda, Sheralyn Welch, Bob Caplin,
(one may have ·a student Council member
Bob .Stark, Lena Welner, Karen Lacey, Joanie Starrett,
introduce the project to Council).
Marty Egan, Nancy Magliaro, Harriet Lichtenstein, Carol Soltanoft
Any further information concerning the
Mal Martin Vera Anne Auletta
financial statement or the funding of a
Pllbllahed every Thursday of the academic year. Deadline for material la
student project may be obtained by conpublication.
tacting Diferdinando or Student Org. Trea- the Friday prior toOFFICES:
Colle9e Center -Phone: 355-0174
Member United States Student Press Auoclatlon
surer Wanda Kolodziej.

ORE MOVIES
FOR THE
MINDLESS

·It seems ironic that barely one week after a
guest Editorial by Gene Fixler (Student Activities) concerning the behavior and responsibilities of NSC audiences toward concerts and
other fu nctions sponsored by College Center
Board, a massive wave of stupidity would
sweep the campus. Last Sunday, at the showing
of "Freaks" and "Night of the Living Dead" an
incident, unprecedented in the history of campus frolics, marred the entire evening for most.
After the T heater for the Performing Arts
was fi lled to capacity, (about nine hundred and
fifty) a crowd of one hundred and fifty or so
people broke through closed doors and groups
of ushers a like to get themselves into the Theater. Not all the gate crashers were students of
this college, for that we cannot criticize, however the attitudes of some NSC students was
quite intolerable.
It seems as if the only things a great many students here ar.e good for is the mouthing of
"Woodstock Nation" (trite as it is) ideologies.
Despite the fact that it was made known that
fire laws fo rbade the packing of the theater to
excess and smoking in the theater, NSC neanderathals persisted in encouraging the high school
bopper crowd and other human cattle to remain in the theater and persisted in smoking
while the movies were in progress. Fuck the system, right kids? Boy, isn't that swell.
A good many of the crowd in the Theater was
riot from this school, this feat was aided by the
practice of passing ID's and tickets around to
friend s by students here. Clever, huh?
Another extremely brainy move was the en-

QR G. QK

T'JIANKS

AUDIT REPORT
In light of the recent queries pertaining to
Student Organization, Inc.'s expenditures during the 1970-71 school year, Student Org.
President Bob Diferdinando has released the
following list, which is part of the Financial
Statement and Accountants' Report (as obtained
by Certified Public Accountants Haskins &
Sells):

,
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All College John F. Kennedy Fund .................... .
Alumni Account .. ... .............. ................. .. ..........
Collegians for Black Action ...... .. ... .. .... $4,535.00
' Carnival ........ .. .. ................. .. ......... ....... 8,503.50
Class of 1970 ... .. ................ .......>,••················..... .
Classof1971 ... ............. ..... .. .. .... .... ....... 5,852.50
Class of 1972 ............................ .. ...... ... .. 7,162.50
Class of 1973 ..... ......... ........................... 1,915.00
Class of 1974 ............... ... .. .................. ... 2,033.00
·coffee House .................... ..................... .. .. ........
College Center Board .. ...... .. .. ........ .. ....74,200.93
Council for Exceptional Children ........... ,218.00
Dana Review ................. ... ... ........ ........ .4,706.00
Election Committee .. ...... ........ ...... ........... 200.00
Leadership Conference .. ... ............. ...... 20,113.06
Finance Board ............... .. ...................... . .320.00
Foreign Students ....... .. .............. ..... .. .... 9,883.00
Guides Club ....... .................. ................ ... .. 55.00
History Club ............. .. ............. ............. ..... .. .. ....
Independent. ................ ................ ....... 26,800.88
Industrial Arts Club ........................ ... ...... 558.50
Judo Club ...... .. ................... ..... ....... .. .......459.00
Memorllbilia .... .. ........... ...................... 34,227.00
Miss Newark State
Pageant Committee .............•......... .. ..2,960.00
National Student Association .................. 335.00
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REVIEW: ··
SUMMER OF '42 ...
A BUMMER

by R.C. Kluger

end of the war and the comNostalgia, sweet nostalgia!
"Summer of '42'" tries to plexities of following eras. All
drench the audience with it; sf:emed simple, unsophistiand comes up with three arch- cated, and clean.
Gary Grimes as Hermie was
typical boys whose pangs and
, longings have been done a barely adequate: He had abhundred times before in solutely no charm or appeal.
novels, plays, and films, in far His greatest acting asset was
a rather silly, tentative little
better fashion.
Protagonist of the picture is smile. The picture never atHermie (Gary Grimes), · the tained the poignance and inyounger version of Herman articulate love of dawning life
Raucher
who wrote the that confront the teen-ager.
novel. Hermie and his two All the responses were predicfriends, Oscie and Benjie, table. There was not a single
horseplay, chase girls, and shining moment, not even
learn about sex via the over- when Dorothy initiates Herpowering pages of Kraft-Ebb- mie into his first sexual expering and the giddy females who iei;ice after she learns that her
inhabit the summer resort in husband has been killed. The
that second year after the en- scene, which terminates the
try of the United States into picture, was not even plausiWorld War II.
ble: a lovely young woman
The film tries to draw overcome with grief going to
laughs out of every sexual • bed with a very dull and comtwitch in the adolescent boy. mohplace young boy. The efIgnorance and raw, driving fect of unreality is heightened
passion go hand in hand. Her- by the cinematography- a
mie is attracted to Dorothy kind of green mush sup(Jennifer O'Neill), the young posedly representing memory;
wife of a soldier, who has been reliving a moment charged
shipped overseas. He worships with unexpected ecstasy and
her from afar and then gets profound sorrow. The sum
closer to her when he volun- total of emotional impact
teers to be combination errand generated by the boy's first enboy and handy man. Oscie counter with a woman was by Marty Egan
drools after girls and Benjie that he was being introduced
One of the most recent newtags along as a kind of neb- to the strange and solemn comers trying to make her way
bish. The atmosphere is heavy ritual of a new way of taking a !O fame and fortune by hoppwith the aura of the early bath.
mg on the country-folk band1940's-Bette Davis in "Noy,
The ultimate effect of the wagon is a cute little girl
Voyager," the ice cream par- film is that boys and girls liv- named Judee Sill. Her style is
lor, blazing red lipstick, the ing in America during the 40's simple and almost typical of
war in the distant background, were an uncommonly or- what you would expect to hear
a kind of innocence that did dinary breed whose story was from someone in that bag. The
not anticipate in any way, the not really worth telling.
only reason I refrained from
saying typical is because of her
lyrical melodies. I'm still pondering over whether they just
plain stink or a mistake was
made somewhere in engineering. For the most part all her
melodies
sound the same exBY LOIS MATTSON
Taps At Reveille, by F. Scott cades of this century, his cept one or two that might
Fitzgerald
characters are quite real and have been some recording session out-takes from the SwinCharles Scribner's Sons New ·very easy to identify with.'
York
'
This collection contains one gle Singers, "Going Baroque",
341 pp. $2.95
. of Fitzgerald's most fascinat- album .
Compositely, the album is
ing stories, "The Fiend." The
For all of you Scott Fitz- simplicity and pathos of the extremely boring with half the
gerald buffs (and I am con- story seems very "Hemingway- songs sounding like continuavinced there are many· of you esque" and a slight break from tions of each other only separated by the space between
too intimidated to admit this Fitzgerald's usual style.
fact after several garrish HollyTaps at Reveille contains cuts.
Turning to the lyrics, you'll
wood productions) it is with eighteen stories, ten of which
find
that they're reallypretty
great pleasure I announce do not appear in any other voldecent
but as I mentioned preCharles Scribner's Sons re- ume of Fitzgerald's works.
lease of Taps at Reveille in Several classics, "Crazy Sun- viously it's the melodies that
paperback. This incredible col- day" and "Babylon· Revisited" detract from the good that is
found in them. One of the prolection of short stories may are included in this collection.
It is interesting to note that blems that occurs is that quite
now be enjoyed on the student's budget.
Mr. Fitzgerald's work is as often the lyrics are sung hurThe character study is Fitz- relevant and masterful today riedly or they slow down to acgerald's forte, and if you are as it was thirty-six years ago comodate the music, sort of
like· what Elton John does but
not in agreement with my when it was first published.
only
in this case unsuccess~
~tatemen~ perhaps a brief trip
fully.
CONGRES~MAN
mto the hfe of Basil Duke Lee
The songs for the most part
HUNGATE
is in order. As Basil struggles
run about 3:10. However, the
through a painful puberty it is
TO DISCUSS
one song which I found to me
difficult to be a casual obserHIS RESOLUTION
mildly
interesting, all tolled
ver. Fitzgerald has a horrifyTO STRENGTHEN U.N.I
ran about 1:54. I would vening technique that makes me
ture to say I probably liked it
Sat. Nov. 13- 7:30 pm
feel equally lost and pubescent.
Upsala
Student
Union,
E.Orange
·
_
the most because it is the shortAnother famous character
est
cut on the album. Too bad
is the beautiful, jaded, someDinner sponsored by World
there wasn't more.of them.
how naive Josephine - all of
Federalists of N.J. For inbyEdNaha ·
formation ~all Mrs. Guettel
this at sixteen. In spite of Fitz677-1078. $5 per student •
gerald's preoccupation with
One of the raunchiest blues$7 .SO per no_n -student.
.the social elite of the earlier derock groups to come along in

BOOK REVIEW

TAPS AT REVEILLE

a long time is the J. Geils
Band. Their second album
THE MORNING AFTER
(Atlantic) is, in short, a blockbuster. Doing some of the
most basic approaches to
blues since early, early Butterfield, Giels and the gang have
suceeded in putting out a collection of powerful numbers.
None of the musicians are
outstanding in the sense that
Butterfield's boys were (Butterfield, Bloomfield, etc.), but.
playing as a unit, they sizzle.
The vocals are great and the
rhythm is tight. Harmonica is
overlayed on bass and keyboards giving the band a really
full sound. Solos are staggered
so where one guy leaves off another member takes over without losing a beat. Three short
solos may appear in the space
of say, a verse, adding to the
versitality and strength of the
group.
All the songs on the album
are movers, the record like it
was recorded in a grease factory, using every hoary rock
trick in the book. All the old
progressions, and chord
changes are there, but what
the Geils Band does with them
is really something to hear.
Songs like "Looking For
Love" with its fenzied drumming and vocal wailing sticks
i? your mind for a long, long
time. And that makes an album really good, doesn't it.
*
*
*
Two p·ieasant, but not earthshattering albums, new to the
stands
are
COUNTRY
(Clean)
and
JOHN
PRINE(Atlantic). Country, a
group of five, has recorded an
album that harkens back to
early sixties folk rather than
country-western music as their
title would seem to indicate.
The album is very low-keyed,

at times almost catatonic, but
sometimes very, very pleasing.
Some of the songs possess a
quiet kind of beauty that
hasn't really been heard since
the early days of Baez and
Van Ronk. It's worth a listen
as it's much better than a lot of
poop that's circulating now.
John Prine has been known
recently for penning the story
of a junkie GI, "Sam Stone."
His new album proves that
he's a warm and at times witty
writer, but a singer? Uh-uh.
H is compositions are on
varied subjects, but always
show fantastic insight into the
situations they concern. Prine
has a strong country sound,
not the Poco fluff that folks today consider country, but C-OU-N-T-R-Y as in blue grass.
His debut album is one that
commands attention from the
listener. Each word must be
heard, since they overshadow
the melodies. Hmmm. Come
to think of it, remember what
people said about a kid named
Dylan about ten years ago?
Prine may indeedfindhirriself a
very respected writer and soon.

*

*

*

Three albums that reek of
schmaltz are Tin Tin's
ASTRAL TAXI (Atlantic),
CYRUS, and MICKEY NEWBURY-'FRISCO MABEL
JOY (both on Elektra). All of
the albums smell in one way or
another . Tin Tin is a sick imitation of The Bee Gees (who
aren't too lively themselves)
and bore the shit out of me.
Cyrus and Newbury are . two
'"meaningful"
songwriters
who enjoy breathing their
songs heavily over a sea of violins. Sob! If your .record player heats up when your playing
these things stand back, when
this corn pops it's gonna. make
Hiroshima look like a firecracker.
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FIRST SEMESTER FREE UNIVERSITY COURSES
Open to faculty. students, and friends. Time, date and place information not provided here will be
announced in the next INDEPENDENT and will be available in the STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE.

ALL COURSES ARE SCHEDULED TO BEGIN THE WEEK OF MONDAY, OCTOBER 18~1971

Also: Graphics -

Karen Pfluger -

Wed. 7:30 pm -

V.E. 308

Non-Violent Resistance Lounge

Sue Feld -

Wed. 8:00 -

Alumni

Photography - Floyd Gardner - Mon. 8:00 pm - 207
Origami -

Lin Bachert -

Black Women Hall. Lounge.

Tues. 1:40 p.m. -

Jan Jackson -

Transcendental Meditation p.m. - Little Theatre

Mon. 6:00 p.m. -

Bob Lee -

Whiteman

Wed. Nov. 3, 8:00

Seit Hypnosrs - Don Maroun - Wed. 12:15 pm Macrante & Decoupage -V.E.119

Coffee House

Sherry Hurwitz -

Alumni Lounge
Tues. 7:30 p.m.

Seminar on Conclentlous Objection - Dave Jon~• , 3:05 p.m. - Draft Counseling Office- Bk. Store
Yoga - Dina Cetrullo SouthGym118

Thurs. 7:30 p.m. -

Intermediate ...:. Advanced Guitar 1:40 p.m. -Alumni Lounge
Rock Music 10:40

Phil Green. -

--

---

--

Dr. David Retty -

ADDRESS .••.......••......•.•.....•.•••.•.•...••.••..••.•••••.••

COLLEGE MAILBOX ......................... TELEPHONE ...........••...••.•.

V.E. 311

' --- '"
'
~

FREE UNIVERSITY.

Thurs.

Wed. 9:25 a.m.-

Tues. 8:00 pm -

•

NAME .........••................•.....•..•.............•........•

•

Campus School

Gary Wlemlk & Bob Haynes -

Beginning Guitar -

Wed.

..

i

-----

---

-

•

I

1

l
f

I
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BY AL MALA W KA

1

It's come to my immediate
attention that not many people either read My Article, or,
bother to reply to the extremely well articulated and
oft times astute comments
made by the same. Although
this does not actually phase
me, it does cause unspeakable
damage to the many millions
of yet unborn children to
whom comments made within
shall prove to be st1pping
stones and building blocks of
the formulative years. You ask ,
me how I know? Well, the answer is quite simple.
Just the other day, as I was
walking the streets of Roselle
in a blind haze, I was stopped
by an elderly multiple amputee who asked of me if I was
the same Al Malawka as the
one who writes for the Nwk.
State College paper. Needless
to say, ( but I said it anyway),
I told him that I was he. Immediately this victim of untold
name started to grow limbs
right before my non-believeing
eyes. As the stumps grew into
recognizable appendages, he
began his tale of woe to me (an
honor which I felt honored to
honor by listening with
honor). This person then told
me that before he chanced to
ascertain an individual copy of
this poop sheet, he too was
walking aimlessly through the
streets of Roselle. Just by
blind coincidence, ( the coincidence, not he), a copy had
mysteriously floated via the
air waves onto the street where
he lived. Seeing this foreign
object resting on his door step,
he decided to go outside and
pick it up and hopefully read it
(for his eyesight was also failing). He then told me, with all
the bravery that a former multiple amputee could muster,
that desire to actually find out
what goes on in colleges toda:y
(a very relevant and deeply interesting topic in itself), was
his prime motivation. He then
rolled down three separate
flights of stairs and began
crawling towards the door. He
told me that his desire was
now stronger than ever to Get

C.C.B. ALL NIGHT

The Independent
which
waited , fo r him a few feet
away, (no pun intended).
Opening the front door with
his teeth, he slithered towards
the paper. He devoured the entire paper within a scant few
minutes (would you believe
read?. It was after accomplishing this that his heart leaped
with joy and his journey was
on. Needless to say, (but I'll
say it anyway), this was when I
met him.
You're probably wondering
now just how the hell did his
appendages start to grow after
he read this paper? Well, again
the answer is quite simple. If
we are. all agreed that the reason that we appear the way we
do to others is that their mental facilities interpret us in
their own sphere of intelligence, then it is reasonable to
assume that the only actual
reason that we believe people
have any assemblage of "deformities" is that we interpret
them as "deformities". As you
may have guessed ( if your
sphere of intelligence allows
you the privilege), the character in thetale was entirely fictional. His "deformity" could
have been seen as mental to
some, yet to others, physical.
This is the same affliction as
many of you share. YOU turn
your "mental" deformity of
not reacting to what you read
within, (not only this article,
but most included within this
paper), into a "physical" defromity, (popularly known as
"Vegetation"). But, there is a
cure to your dilemma:
Get Off Your Vegetable Ass
and Read and React to What
You Read.

Jesus of Nazareth

Requests the Honor
Of your Presence
At a Dinner
To be Given in His Honor
Every Thursday, at 1:40 p.m.
Attire is Informal
All are Invited.
Mass- every Thursday -1 :40 p.m.
Coffee House
All are welcome, to come
to share and celebrate

FILM FESTIVAL (NOV. 12)

TICKETS

WILL BE DISTRIBUTED FRI. NOV.5,
MON. NOV. 8, and TUES. NOV. 9
IN SLOAN LOUNGE

NSC. 1.0. ENTITLES STUDENT TO TWO · TICKETS
NO ONE WILL BE ADMITTED TO
THE FESTIVAL WITHOUT TICKETS

THE FILM FESTIVAL WILL BE
HELD IN THE GYM

JESSICA AND DARK SHADOWS
VIE ·FOR THRILL

BY ED NAHA

Good thrillers are few and
far between in the cinema
realm. Two current entries
into the coveted hall of chiller
fame are LETs SCARE JESSICA TO DEA TH and
NIGHT
OF
DARK
SHADOWS. Of the two, JESSICA fares much better owing
to a good screenplay and some
fine acting by Zohra Lampert
in the title role. JESSICA centers around the life of a young
woman recupperating from a
mental illness of some sort or
other. Moving from New
York City with her husband
and a close friend, she takes
up residence in the countryside. Upon her arrival in the
rural area, Jessica begins to
see different figures darting in
and out of her home and, in
short, her life. From here on in,
the viewer is never quite sure
what is reality and what is·
merely the illusions of a sick
woman bordering on a mental
relapse. Neither is Jessica.
Tying in with her hallucination(?) is a haunted house possessed by a vengeful vampire
and a village full of blood
drinking zombies of sorts.
Miss Lampert is very effective
as Jessica and acts appropriately
confused.
Through her efforts and a
solid script by Norman Jones
and Ralph Rose, the film sustains an -engrossing pace
throughout. One is never certain exactly what will turn up
as Jessica apparently finds herself surrounded by ghouls,
rural ones at that!
Barton Heyman is amiable
as Jessica's long suffering husband but it is Kevin O'Conner
that shines as the hapless
co·uple's loyal friend. It is actors of O'Conner's quality ,t hat
often carry scenes by sheer personality alone, or so it seems.
Gretchen Corbett is merely
ade'[uate as a mysterious visitor on the farm that is as much
a vamp as she i~ a suspected
vampire.
It would seem that the key
to the. impact of JESSICA is
the ambiguity the film conveys. It open~ with a question
mark and ends the same way.
It is not the typical modern
thriller of today wherein all ac-

tions taking place or either explained away at the end or are
traced to a homicidal maniac
trying to kill someone off or
frame someone. The movie
just never explains what's
going on. Jessica is either
trapped in a very bizarre situation or she just isn't playing
with a full deck. Who knows?
In a year of cinematic contri- .
vance LETS SCARE JESSICA TO DEATH is a welcome relief. A tight little
thriller, unpretentious and at
times a bit · eerie. And today,
that's something you don't
find too often.
NIGHT OF DARK SHA- DOWS, on the other hand, is
rather bland .. I suppose the
film is geared to those who
were avid fans of the TV series, of which I was not, so it
may have gone right over my
head ... but'I doubt it.
Briefly, the plot concerns
the plight of Quentin Collins
and his wife Tracy, who mo~e
into the -ancient Collins estate
only to find that Quentin is a
dead ringer (no pun intended)
for old Charles Collins ' who
was the lover of Angelique, a
young lady h.-ig a few hundred years previous as a witch.
To complicate matters even
more Angelique is still running around the house, lusting
after Quentin/ Charles in a

white low-cut gown that is
neither sheer or low-cut
enough to arouse interest
where the dialogue cannot.
Aiding Angelique in her
spiritual sex is Carlotta Drake
as a reincarnated old lady-type
version of an eleven or so year
old kid who was pals with Angelique at the time of her hanging and vowed to help her
come back. Also running
around the house is some
stuttering clod whose presence
is never really explained. The
film really never sustains
much of anything, least of all
interest.
The production was rather
shoddy looking (cheap,
cheapo) and the acting was
wooden as .hell. The story was
trite and just about everything
(especially the ATROCIOUS
background music) resembled
a TV soap opera.
To the film's credit, the
finale was nice and grim (a
good clincher as opposed to
the rest of the film) and John
Karlen and Nancy Barrett
were appealing as the Jenkins,
the Collins' best friends.
NIGHT OF DARK SHADOWS was the second and
hopefully the last spinoff from
the TV show, and was released
by MGM who has given us
some excellent fantasy films in
the past and I hope in the near
future.
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FRATS AND
SORORITIES.

ARE THERE ANY CIRCUMSTAN.CES
WHICH COULD DE.NY A VOTE !

BY PATTI ANN LEE

"Getting to know you,
getting to know all about you.
Getting to you," and
hoping to God you like me!
Sound like the lyrics from a
Bert Park's record circa
1954?'!! Actually these words
are not as nostalgic as you
may think, especially to those
' of us who have been rushing
"Back to the Bar" to meet the
Greeks '
Since late September, a certain percentage of students
have become involved in
"Rushing" (that means, kids,
getting to know the frat .o r
soroity, and vice versa.) Along
with the excitement of open
teas, closed teas, chrysanthumum corsages and engraved invitations, the rushing
season also brought with it
aching cheeks from smiling all
day and tired-you-,knowwhats from sitting all day at
THAT table.
It's been over a month since
it all began. While others
trooped off to class or outside
to enjoy the sunshine, you
trooped off to the Greek
Table. Frantic, but concerned,
friends rushed you into the
snackbar from outside telling
you "You've got to sit there!"
At one point, you really begin to believe that these
people, for all of their lives,
have sat smiling there. The
same friendly faces, 25 hours a
day, stare back at you across
th_e mounds of books and

empty coffee cups.
Sharing experiences and
friends, the laughter rings out
each day from these are~s. But
now, the songs are sung, and
pledges have been chosen.
For those of us who will
pledge
Hell
week-the
epitome of fun and frolic,
begins next Wednesday. For
the rest of us; the memories of
the laughter and tears will
long be remembered, and the
friendships
formed · I will
grow ....
When SKIING
Mt. Snow-Stowe
Killington
Jay Peak-Waitsfield
New Hampshire
Upper New York
Pico Peak
Get up to 15% off
on LODGING
K-A-S ski discount club offers
you this & more: special consideration on sales & rentals
of equipment.
only $4.00 to join
If you ski 3 days this season your investment will be
made over!
Send check or money order
to K-A-S Ski Club, Box 2684,
Muhlenberg Station.Plainfield,
New Jersey 07060, or see your
local ski club.
·

Enclosed is! _ _ _ __
No. of memberships
Mr. _________
Mrs. ________
Miss ________
Address _______
Sponsor (if any) _ _ __
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BY MICHAEL G. PROCAK

There are many circumstances in which voting can be
denied to change government
policy. To name a few: a
national state of emergency,
seizure of power by a dictator,
the society is destroyed to a
few survivors by a nuclear
attack, and when the population grows so large to be
governed by democracy and
vote. Let me expand on these
topics.
State Of Emergency

Destruction By
Nuclear Attack
If there were

a nuclear
attack the few remaining of
the population would be panic
striken, in a state of shock and
looking .out for their own interests, namely survival. Once
the survival needs are met man
will again become organized
and collect into groups selecting a leader. When the groups
become large enough and
stable then possibly a voting
or concensus of opipion will
be taken to change situations
within each group.

When a state of national
emergency exists, as in a declared war situation, it would
be impossible to inform the
When A Democracy Is Too
· population of all facts and Large To Be Governed
occurences. If an attempt was By A Vote
made to inform the populaBefore a country can be a
tion it could only be surface democracy it must be stabilinformation in order to avoid ized. A means of stabilization
panic and loss of national se- is dictatorship to unify the
curity. Therefore a vote would country. Once the country is
not be feasable due to lack of · unified democracy can funcinformation and rapidity tion. Because democracy is
which is necessary for action based on the wants of the
to be taken.
majority of the people a voting
Seizure Of Power
system is utilized, and a simple
By A Dictator
majority vote will decide an
U oder these circumstances issue.
there would be no vote for fear
But when the population of
that the dictator would lose a country becomes too large
face or power. A dictatorship there are many opinions and a
is not a voting form of govern- simple majority vote will not
ment per se, (ie. one candidate suffice. The result is major
one vote) no choice except conflict within the country. At
vote or don't vote.
this point a dictatorship

dictatorship type of government is necessary again. At
this point either a monarchy
or small oligarchy would be
necessary for stability.
In order for this type of
government to stabilize the
country the population must
J>e convinced that this change
is necessary.
Be thankful that none ·of
these situations exist, but also
try to imagine your position if
they were to occur.
National Corporation expanding in this .aFea has
a need for part-time help.
Hours can be arranged to
fit your schedule. Write
to Box 2131-R, Morristqwn, New Jersey 07960 ·
for
interview
appointment.
WANTED:
Salesman-distributor for large selection 8-track stereo tapes,
all kinds,
up-to-date.
1/3 cost of factory tapes.
Send name, address, and
phone. Box 9113 Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87119.
Feature Department
Meeting Today
November 4, 1971
College Free Hour
In Newsroomll
Jan Dalziel Patti Ann Lee

Program: Thematic Microlab
Time: Mondays, 3-5 PM

Trainer: Gene Fixler
Location: Coffee House

Program: Exploration of Sexual Identity

Program: What is College Teaching?
Time: Tuesdays, 4-6 PM

Trainer: M•cella Haslam
Location: Alumni Lounge

Program: Men's r.onsciousness Raising
Trainer: Ed JJutter
Location: Counceling Office

Time: Tuesdays, 6-7:30 ·PM

Trainers: Marilyn lrlbeck and Don Maroun
Time: Fridays, 1-3 PM
Location: Alumni Lounge

Program: Need Fulfillment
.
'

Trainer: Rhoda Feigenbaum
Location: Coffee A"ouse

Time: Ftidays, 1:30 P.M.

Explore is a series of experiential training programs designed to help Individuals develop their abilities and qualities.

Program: Explore
Trainers: Marcella Haslam and Don Maroun

Time: Wednesdays, 3:30-5:30 PM
Location: Alumni Lounge

Explore programs make use of a variety of human relation
techniques to implement group goals: psycho drama, rule
playing, sensitivity excercised, movement and relaxation.

Program: Search for Identity
Time: Fridays, 3-5 PM

Trainer: Bob Byrd
Location: Counceling Office

. Program: Group Experience
·,, ·.·. :. :·;:~.
_· /rt-=:•:,

Trainer: Marcella Haslam
Location: Coffee House

Time: Thursdays, 3:30-5:30 PM

Explore is open to everyone ... drop in .
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BY MAL MARTIN

What's there to talk about
niggers? We still aren't free.
It's been four hundred years
and we still aren't free. What's
there to talk about niggersZThe
murdering, brutalizing, fascist
police still ride rampant,
through our neighborhoodsharassing, intimidating and
murdering innocent black
men, women and children.
The fascist pigs still run wild
perpetuating all kinds of injustices on the people under
the guise of law and order.
What's there to talk about niggers?
The demagogue politicians
are still lying ·10 the people.
They are still making promises
to the people which they know
they won't keep. They mouth
empty, worked out phrases
about law and order and occasionally about justice to
cover up the murderous acts
of the gestapo police. What's
there to talk about niggers?
The greedy avaricious businessmen are still cheating and
exploiting people. We're still
paying high prices for cheap
goods. The rent in the ghetto
is still higher than in the

suburbs. Black people are still
the last hired and the first
fired . We still get the worst,
lowest paying jobs. . What's
there to talk about niggers?
Blacks are still being
destroyed by a racist education system. The education system is the number one killer of
black people. It kills them
mentally (psychic genocide).
The system takes a young
black person; and by the time
he finishes school if he does
finish at all (in many big city
slums, ' the drop-out rate is
50% or better) he's apathetic
or openly hostile to people
and society in general. He is
totally unprepared for any
kind of decent job. What's
there tt> talk about niggers?
Chairman
Mao
said
"Political power comes from
the }?arrel of a gun". Brother
Malcom X said, "We do so
much singing and not enough
swinging."
The time for idle talk and wishful thinking is over; it is time
to move. Blood to the horses
brow and woe to those who
cannot shoot.
Umojo Makono

What is
Transcendental Meditation?
In two preparatory lectures to be given at Newark State, Bob
lee of the Student's International Meditation- Society will explain

how:
TM develops creative- intelligence and imprOYeS clarity of
perception at all levels of experience;
TM is practiced a few minutes morning and evening during
which time the body gains deep rest while the mind expands in

awareness;
TM is unique and natural, insuring full development of the
individual;
·
TM can be easily learned and enjoyed by everyone.
Transcendental Meditation, as taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi,
will be one of the first courses offered by the Free University this
semester. The lectures will take place on Tuesday, October 19th,
at 1:40 PM in the Coffee House, and on Wednesday, October
20th, at 9:15 PM in the Little Theatre.

transcendental meditation

HOW TO
READ
PALMS
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MAIN LINES AND. MARKINGS OF THE HAND
(a) Line of Heart
(b) Line of Head
(c) Line of Life
(d) Line of
Fortune
(e) Bracelets

BY STAN GOLDSTEIN

Much to your disbelief, the

key to the future is in your
hands. Yes, kiddies, it has
been there since you were born
and will remain there until you
die! The · key is none other
than the lines and markings
which
make
up
the
characteristics of your hands.
Your future is held in these

(f) Mount of Jupiter
(g) Mount of Saturn
(h) Mount of Apollo
(i) Mount of Mercury
(j) Plain of Mars
(k) Mount of Venus
(I) Mount of the Moon

markings, and can be read by

a palm reader, (for a fee!). Because everyone is short of $$
these days, here is a detailed
explanation on how to read
your own palm. (It would be
much easier to understand the
following explanations, if
those of you who are fortunate

enough to own a hand or two,
would look at it for use in
understanding the technicalities. If you happen to have an
extra hand, share it with those
Jess fortunate.
Palmistry, or the art of
divination, is divided into
three arts: Cheirognomy,
Cheirosophy, and Cheiromancy. The first is the art of recognizing the type of intelligence
from the form of the hands;
the second is the study of the
value of the lines and markings on the hands; and the
third is the art of telling the
future from the lines and
markings.
The first thing an authentic

palmist will do, is to study the
general formations of the
hand, leaving the lines and
markings for later. From
Cheirognomy and Cheirosophy, the general personality
and habits of the person are
achieved, and future events
are told from the lines and
markings.
Now that you know about
the different branches of the
art, you are ready to start reading the lines and markings. In
order that you do not get too
confused, only the main lines
will be discussed. (These lines
are what most of you will want
to know about, anyway.)
The line of the Heart runs
across two-thirds of the pal~,
above the line of the Head. If

the line is long, distinct and
well-colored, the owner has an
affectionate disposition. If it
stretches toward the mount of
Jupiter, the owner will have
stronger emotions and a
stronger character. If it should
pass over the mount of Jupiter
to the edge of the hand and travel round the index finger, it
indicates ideality and romance; it is also a sign of occult power.
The line of the Head lies below the line of the Heart. If it
is long it denotes power and
intelligence. If it is winding it
is supposed to show giddiness
and indecision. If the line descends to the mount of the
Moon, it shows that the person is greatly influenced by his
imagination. If there are
marks on the line, it shows
mental illness. A double line is
a sign of good fortune.
The Life line stretches from
the center of the palm around
the base of the thumb almost
to the wrist, and is joined for
part of its course by the line of
the Head. If the lines are
relatively short, the owner
better not plan too many
future events. If the line is
long, it implies a long and
healthy life. Illness is evident
when the line is broken. If it
has a second or sister line, it
shows great vi~lity. A cross
on the line indicates some
fatality.
The line of Fortune runs
from the base of the ring finger toward the wrist. If the
lines are deep, firm and nar-

as taught by

Maharishi
Mahesh

.Transcendental meditation · is a natural spontaneous
technique which ,aJlows ·each individual to expand his
conscious mind ancti_rnprQve all aspects of life.
Second Orientation Lecture

Wednesday I Nov. 3rd at 8:00 pm .............. Little Theatre

UOENJSjlNTERNAilO°N'At.: ~ -EDITATIONISOCIET
23 CORNELIA STREET
IJUST WEST OF 6th AVE AND WEST 4th STREET}

NEW YORK, N.V. 10014
(212) 691-1170

CORDLESS. MASSAGER
Deep pulsating vibrations bring
ma111iging relieE to achjng ·muscles,
stimulates circulation. Battery
operated. Unbreakable - 7" long
Uses 2 "C" batteries. $6 w/batt.
.Add 5S-1ale1 tax Elva Co. P. 0. Box
2•• 71 f San ~ranci1co, Ca. 94124 ·

row, the owner will do well in
the world, money wise. But if
the line is not clear, the owner
probably will wind up in the
slum of his favorite city!
The Bracelets, if strong,
firm and narrow, show good
health, wealth and happiness.
In palmistry, the fleshy
parts of the palm at the base of
the thumb and fingers, and the
side of the hand from the little
finger to the wrist, are called
mounts. The mounts are
named for the planets and the
moon.
The thin flesh where the
thumb curves to join the first
finger is called the plain of
Mars. If the mount is well
developed or fleshy, the person will be cruel and bitter. In
some instances it will denote
courage.
_
1 ne mount of Jupiter is located at the base of the index
finger. If the mount is well
developed and fleshy, it shows
great pride and ambition.
The mount of Saturn, located at the base of the middle
finger, means fatality, if well
developed.
The mount of Apollo, located at the base of the ring
finger, denotes great riches
and an artistic inclination, if
well developed.
The mount of Mercury, located at the base of the pinky,
denotes great wit and a mind
for science, again if well
developed.
The mount of Venus, located at the base of the thumb,
denotes great loves, and an ear
for music.
These are the basic
principles on which palmistry
is founded. There are nearly a
hundred other lines and markings, but in such an article, it
would be out of place to mention all of them.
Well, palm readers, now
you are ready for business. Go
buy a red handkerchief, put it
on your head, and look into
someones hand. I'll bet you
get a lot of response, so Good
Luck!!

Vic Hadfield has been a 20-goal
hockey player the last five seasons
for the New York Rangers.
Indiana had 112 players out for
spring football drills this year.
The Washington Huskies returned five kickoffs for touchdowns last season.
~
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SPECIAL ED.
LUNCHEON
Sunday, November 21st
there will be a luncheon for all
Special Education Majors,
parents and faculty. It will be
held in Downs Hall at 1:00
P.M. The program will consist
of · a film and four speakers,
Dr. Arthur Jonas, Chairman
of the Department; Mrs.
Elaine Fisher, professor of
' Men•tal Retardation; Mrs.
Geraldine Drexler, Adjunct
professor of Speech and Hearing; and Craig Costigan, VicePresident of the C.E.C. The
purpose of the luncheon is to
acquaint the faculty, and to become better informed about
the different areas of Special
Education. Remember the
date, November 21st at 1:oo
P.M. in Downs Hall.

COUNSELING
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BLOOD BANK
NOV· 9
The day of the All-College
Blood Bank drive has been
changed from November 30 to
Tuesday, November 9. It will
take place in the TV Lounge
between the hours of IO A. M.
and 3 P.M. Scheduling of
donors will continue until
November 8 in the Student
Center. Donors are asked to
sign up during this time. The
goal is 250 pints. A good response from students, faculty,
and administration is necessary if the Newark State Blood
Bank is to be a success and all
those associated with the college are to be fully covered.

Jupiter is larger than all the
other planets put together.

Continued from page 3

more assessible to the students, the office hours have
been arranged so that at least
one counselor is always available. He has also tried to integrate the idea of the student as
a whole being and not just a
learning instrument to the faculty and the staff of persons
working with the students on
this campus.
The purposes of theCounseling Service are 1.) to talk to
and listen to the students
about their problems- personal, emotional and academic 2.) to find a middle ground
where more of the students
'.:,m be reached 3.) to aid in the
personal growth of the students 4.) to help students to
grow in self understanding
and 5.) to help in making decisions about the future.
The Counseling Service is
involved with the Hotline and
advising the persons who answer the phone calls; and in addition, has a part in the "Explore Program" and the "Free
University". Group (student
Therapy is a vital part of the
Counseling Service. They
meet once a week and the participants are able to see that
other people have some of the
same problems. They learn
from each other's experiences
and have a chance to know
what other's think of them.
The Counseling Service is
located in the East Room of
the College Center. The staff
includes the director: Dr. Edward S. Butler, three counseling pyschologists: Marcella C.
Haslam, William E. Grady,
Ph. D. and Robert C. Byrd,
Ed.D. and a consultant · psychiatrist: Samuel Pomerantz,
Ph.D.

OMBUDSMAN
Continued fr9m page 3

action." President Weiss
noted, "many small problems
have been eliminated before
they became big problems,
and students realize that there
is an office where they can go
to register their grievances,
and that their complaints will
be checked through very
thoroughly." Dr. Weise added
further, "Professor Struyk has
a reputation of fairness among
the students, and no student
would feel vio.timized by seeking his counsel."

Soldiers in the field were first
permitted to vote in 1864.

ALTERNATE'
EDUCATIOtl

NSC ODDYSEY
standing silently
in the Center
watching the people pass by
i search for a sister
one to stand by my side
raise the fist of power
share a smoke
enjoy a quiet rap
or just stand by my side
and share the secret smile
of support
i've learned so many things
beautiful things
and i'd gladly share
if i could only find her
in the midst of these tiresome people
passing by
out it seems
she is in hiding
STUDENT EDUCATION
ASSOC. MEETING
(S.E.A.)
THURSDAY, NOV.11,1971
DURING THE
COLLEGE FREE HR.
1:40InW100
Guest Speaker
Refreshments
wlll be served!
All Interested students
are welcome to come.

messiah
The 14th annual performance
of
Handel's
"Messiah" will be presented by
the Festival Chorus and String
Orchestra of Newark State on
December 3rd at s"P.M.
Professor Hack Platt of the
Music Department will mark
his 14th appearance as
conductor of the 225 v01ce
chorus and orchestra.
The soloists for this year's
performance include: Mary
Louise Diehl, soprano, Dr.
Annajean Brown, contralto;
and Stanly Norsworthy, winner of the national 1971
Federation of Music Clubs
Competition. Dr. Brown is the
head of vocal instruction for
the Music Deeartment.
LEARN TO HYPNOTIZE
Complete course in
scientific hypnosis, and selfhypnosis beginning Tuesday, Nov. 30 at 8 p.m.
Free literature, Hypnosis
Consultation and Training Center, West Orange,
731-1818.

Anyone interested in startafraid to step from her ing an experimental school in
a rural setting? Alternative life
containing closet
afraid to step toward me styles can not be developed in
the construct of present systoward freedom
tems. We are looking for toi want her
i want to feel her standing gether people, dedicated to
social change. Our objectives
by my side
i want to feel her eyes are to set up a non profit
as they look inside my mind corporation dedicated to applying technology to living
and share
symbiotically with the planet.
and understand
i want to feel her hand in We need people whoa re willing to work, teach, and learn;
mine
.
as we crush the oppressive all necessary to btdld a true
educational
community.
forces
that continually try and bind Anyone who is disillusioned
with the established educaus
i want to feel her smile tional system, who is willing to
work hard to build a better
reach inside me
i want to feel her tears as society, please contact me at
this address:
they fall
Leo Yuspeh blending with my own
c/ o Gwen Hall
i want to feel her standing
' IO Fnrnklin Blvd.
by my side
SOUND & FURY
why
oh god-why won't she reach Continued from page 4
needed to absorb all that takes
out to me?
why must she hide from her place, and it's lengthiness.
To close I again wish to
vefylife?
why must she turn her back thank, as the whole student
body should, the student counand run?
'cil
for doing such a fine job of
why can't we walk free
taking
care of our affairs and
together
money. I would also like to
sisters
suggest to all of you who have
if you can hear me
if you'll only let yourselves not had a chance to attend a
meeting to do so and see how
hear me
these people, whom you have
come out
elected,
handle themselves.
fasten the button of the
Adele "Sis" Williams
Movement
Class of "73"
share your gayness
love your gayness
MEN: PART-TIME
but most of all
To be trained for the
live your gayness
job of sales manager and
sisters unite!
eventually sales director.
by Hope

HEY DITTLE
The herd ambled briskly
from meadow to stall, they
paused at eleven for rituals
and remorse, at home Mother
Goose softly read to the fawns
for she'd noticed the cows had
been pensive that dawn she expected the day to be rainy and
cold for the sheep in the meadow still hadn't come home,
but
instead
Mother
Mooooooo followed closely
by her bull drank a troth and a
half of MacDonald's home
brew.
Billy Goat (bells)

Fantastic earning potential. Must be presentable, intelligent, and ambitious. No investment.
Only serious applicants
need apply. Call 686-1906
before 11 A.M.
MEN-WOMEN: PART- TIME
Sales personnel. Chance
to earn $50-$100 per week
and more depending
on
time you can put in. Selling most promotable product ever to hit direct
sales market. Does not
necessarily involve door
to door work. Other positions availab.e Only serious applicants need apply.
Call 686-1096 before 11 :00
p.m.
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CCB did not sponsor Livingston Taylor. The concert was sponsored by an outside organization.
~

-
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POSITIONS ON NOV· 4 BALLOT
I

Positions On Ballot For Freshman Council ElectionsFinals
November 4, Thursday
24 Names, Vote For 12
I) Barbara Hoiditz
2) Maureen Flanagan
3) Harold Williams
4) Alice Bongiovanni
5) Gary Schwartz
6) Alice Ann Hoeft
7) Leslie Binetti
8) Joe Britt
9)Laurel Maslo
IO) Jerry Riehl
11) Al Henderson
12) Jerry Polk
13) Mary Jane Leonard
14) Chuckie Griffin
15) Cindy Wojton

16) Jean Forstenhausler
l 7)Linda Orlando
18)Mike Gonzalez
19) Levi Shockley
20) lshan Wiggins
21) Paul Addeo
22) Bill Crum
23) Jim Colucci
24) Otis Hall
FRESHMEN
PRIMARY

COUNCIL
October 28,

Thursday
30 Names, Vote for Twelve
Position on Ballot
17-1) Linda Orlando 87*
3-2)-Harold Williams 113*

5-3) Gary Schwartz 88*
9-4) Laurel Maslo 83*
5) Jay Gerstler 76
6-6) Alice Ann Hoeft I 06*
15-7) Cindy Wojton 99*
4-8) Alice Bongiovanni 96*
18-9) Mike Gonzalez 88*
12-10) Jerry Polk 121 •
13-11) Mary Jane Leonard 94*
21-12) Paul Addeo 114*
7-13) Leslie Binetti 83*
38-14) Joe Britt 88*
19-15) Levi Shockley 97*
16) Jim Mac Conchie 72
16-17) Jean Forstenhausler 81 *
22-18) Bill Crum 91 *
24-19) Otis Hall 95*
20) Gary Kantrowitz 76
23-21) Jim Colucci 89*
20-22) l shan Wiggins 133* ·

32-23) Maureen Flanagan 99*
31-24) Barbara Hoiditz 91 *
25) Joe Cecere 65
10-26) Jerry Riehl 102*
27) Bob Dopko 63
28) Susan Rosenof75
ll-29) Al Henderson 116*
14-30) Chuckie Griffin 1?4*
FREE UNIVERSITY
presents
a lecture on
HIKING AND ECOLOGY
by Ann Lesk
Thursday, December 2,
1971
1:40 PM, Little Theatre

FREE U
PRESENTS
SPEED
READING
FREE UNIVERSITY
presents
SPEED READING at
N.S.C.1111

Would you like to triple your
reading speed? Several people
have expressed interest in having a speed reading course on
campus. In order to get the
Evelyn Wood Speed Reading
Course at N.S.C., we fi rst have
to fi nd out how many people
are seriously interested and are
willing to pay a small part of
the already reduced fee. If Free
University receives an adequate
response, we can definitely establish the course. Please respond by returning the following form to Lyn or Marla in the
Student Activities Office, College Center no later than Thursday, November 4th. Booklets
are also avai lable in that office
which describe the Evelyn
Wood Course.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Add ress _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
STUDENT □
FACULTY □

Anyone able to donate
toys, stuffed animals or
gifts of any sort to CEC,
please do so.
The Council is seekiog the donations to be
used for the children at
Woodbridge State School
and Hunterdon State School
at Christmas time .
Please bring the toys
to the child study Center in the Campus School
Complex.
Thank you .

THE
INDEPENDENT
NASA Photograph Courtesy of Hasselblad

WANTS
~pie bUlld a be
.-\(\4

+•w·
The Equ itable Life Assurance Soc iety of the United StatH, New York, N .Y. An Equal Opportun ity Emplo,er, M / F

tt.,.

~'ft

THE EQUITABLE

For a_free 18" x 24" poster of this advertisement, write: The Equitable, Dept. P, G.P.O. Box 1170, New York, N.Y. 10001
\
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FREE UNIVERSITY

SKI WEEKEND

presents

•lecture on

Starting December 17,
there will be a college
ski intercession program
held at •Green Acres Resort Area,
Loch
Sheldrake, N.Y.

HIKING AND ECOLOGY
by Ann Leak
.

The weekend rate is
$25.00 for the entire weekend , based on multiple
occupancy. This includes
lodging Friday and Saturday nights, breakfast and
dinner Saturday and Sunday served cafeteria style,
use of the facilities, all
gratuities, and dancing each
e.vening in the nightclub.
Guests needing a room
for two
wou Id
be
charged $30.00 for the
weekend. The
midweek
rate, except for the holiday periods, would
be
$10.00 per day.
If interested, or if you
have any questions.please
call Leonard Moss at 212WA 4-0830.

Thursday, December 2,
1971
1_;40 PM, Little Theatre
.COMPLETE KING SIZE SYSTEM $65.00

Don't Be Caught Napping .. .
In This Uptight
Way ...
A PERSIA~ KING

·~WATERBED
• Try One
• Rent One
• Buy One

is the Best Sleep yet

s2000 UP

·

"~~
·

PE~Sl~N ~ING_, INC~ ~~~~ , _(

water
ounge

$9.54

'New D1mens1on Furniture"
· ~.- :.
242 Morris Ave., Springfield • 376-9170 ,~

,,,

You'll NEVER BE ALONE ON A
PERSIAN KING WATERBEDI

BY BOB TRA VAGLIONE

In the previous article, I
gave a basic history of the
Pine Barrens of South Jersey.
The inhabitants of this barren
land are called Pineys, because
they got their name from the
word pine tree, and it sounds a
lot better then Evergreenies.
The SAP of pine trees is a
strange fluid. It makes the climate of the area very humid
and sticky because it generates
heat. Some real estate companies try to sell land in the
pinelands to vacationers or retirers which is a real big publicbeing-taken thing. Don't be
misled by pictures of Bette
Davis in hot pants sunning in
the sun on a chase lounge in
the Pine Barrens. The weather
is miserable, it rains eight
times a week and mosquitoes
buzz in and out of your ears.
This has been a public service
bus announcement.
The people who live in the
Pine Barrens are concentrated
mainly in small forest towns of
three or four houses. Material
wealth isn't part of their goals
in life. They just get and use
what they need. None of their
property becomes obsolete.
They keep old cars for parts
and refrigerators for storage.
The Pineys don't care about
the appearance of their
houses, as long as they give
them shelter from the elements.
Around 1789, the Delaware
Indians of the state asked the
government for land they
could call their own. They
were given 3,258 acres in the
Pine Barrens. The place was
called Brotherton, and was the
first Indian reservation in
North America, the most
wonderful nation in the universe, home of the brave and
land of the free agents of the
NFL.

The people of the pines
came to be . known as the
Pineys. This term is as current
today as ~t was at the turn of
the century. After a generation
or two had lived in isolation,
· the pineys began to fear
people from the outside and
the ghouls from haunted
teachers lounge. Spaghetti was
found in the beard of an old
piney of the area, indicating -

that civilization was seeping
into their culture. Travelers
often reported that when they
approached a cabin in the
pines, the people scattered
into the trees and there has
been reports of widespread,
sporadic looting and outhouse
burning. This was interpreted,
by some, as a mark of lunacy.
It is just simply a fear of the
unknown.
The people live wi'fh nature
and make their Jiving off nature. In the springtime the
people go to the swan;ips in the
forests to gather sphagnum
moss. This moss can absorb
water like a sponge. They sell
it to florists who put it under
and around flowers to keep
them cool and moist.
In the summertime when
the weather is kins, the pineys
go out into the woods and
pick blueberies and seduce racoons. These berries· are wild
blueberries which have a
better taste than the cultivated
kind. They sell the berries to
fruit stands and Mrs. Wagner's pies who only use wild
berries in their pies. They
started the whole organic food
fad that is prevalent today.
Next, comes cranberry season. Cranberries grow wild in
the pines along streams. The
pinies have transplanted them
into bogs. The plants have to
be kept moist so thes dam and
flood the bogs. The ocean
Spray Company buys its
berries from the South Jersey
Pines.
While citi-fok is out pickin
christmus gifts, the pineys are
gathering holly, laurel, mistletoe and boughs of pitch pine
to be sold in North Jersey.
These hill people raise
chickens for meat and eggs.
They do not observe hunting
laws because they consider the
forest all theirs, so venison is
available to them all year long.
Isolation in the woods has
brought out self-reliance in
these people, but it also contributed to other developments. After the pine towns
lost touch with the outside
world, some of the people slid
into illiteracy, bad? Marriages
Continued on page 14
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Colors That Click
Eyes that click wear Colors that Click, new Eye Shadow Duos
from Maybelline. Two shades of shimmery shadow in
every case. A Lid-Shadow for luminous color.
And a Lid-Lighter for glimmering
highlights. Five smashing combinations to choo~e from. Buff
them on for a frosty
glow. And before you can say,
"Focus Pocus," see beautiful
eyes develop.

Thefinestm
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·WINDING ROAD
Continued from page 13

are pretty casual and a most
anyone can perform the ceremony. There is much copu laltion within famil<ies, such as
one father, who's wife died, so
he started taking his o I dest
daughter to bed with him.
These occurances made the
weak points in a blood line
come out stronger in the children.
The thri 11 ing concl:usion to
this story of the l,ast pioneers
will be found in the next
issue. Don't miss it!

SENATES
CONVENES
Continued from page 3

take advantage of this opportunity."
"The chairman of the Senate should appoint one of the
Faculty Senate representatives
as interim chairman until such
time as the Committee elects
its own."
Response to the resolution
was the motion to authorize
the establishment of an Ad
Hoc committee to explore the
desireability and reasibility of
this proposal. The Faculty
Senate went on record as approving of granting academic
credit for student governance
in concept, but will await the
Ad Hoc committee report before determining a definite
stand on the actuality of such
• a program.
Also discussed and then approved, at the meeting was the
Senate Executive Board's recommendation that new elections for the All College Committee of Appeal be held on
the grounds that it contained
two members from the same
department-due to the resturcture of the education department. A list of candidates
will be drawn up including as
many new names as possible.
The five highest candidates
will become the new Committee members.

DANA •I
CECMEETING
Tuesday, Nov. 9
1:40-3:00
CSS103
Guest speaker on
Learning Dlsabllltles

JEAN COCTEAU'S

flRPHEUS
This remarkable film depicts the love
of the poet Orpheus for the Princess
who travels constantly between this
world and the next. Cocteau reveals
a poetic fascination with the power
and conflict of the real world with
the world of imagination and the
unknown. As the legend unfolds,
Cocteau's photographic mastery pulls
the audience into the fantasy of
truly being in touch with both of
these worlds.
" Unique" BRITISH FILM INSTITUTE
"Sheer cinematic magic"
N.Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

" Poetry with

Call:
Mrs. Giza Welner
541 MagieAvenue
Elizabeth, N.J.
354-4838
FOR SALE: '64 DATSUNRED CON . 4 SPEED - Low
hMILEAGE.
Good condition . $525.00. Call 2673846 after 4:00.
Need Used Furniture
for your room\
or apartment?
Stop In at

TREASURE HOUSE
2436 M orris Ave, Union '
Opp. Peter Pan Diner

moving-picture camera"

Today
Little Theater

Nov.4
7:45PM

Presented by·
College Center Board

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
Music Department
PERFORMANCE CALENDAR - 1971/72

OCT
F, 29, I0:45 am
NOV
M, l,8:30pm

*Th-Sa, 11-13,
18-20, 8:00 pm
F, 19, I0:45 am
*Su, 21, 4:00 pm
F, IO, I0:45 am
F, 10, 8:30 pm
F, 17, 8:00 pm

Need Clothing
Alterations?

a

NEWSWEEK

FEB
M, 7,8:00pm
W,9,8:30pm
M, 14, 8:00 pm
M, 21, 8:30 pm
W, 23, 8:30 pm
F, 25, 10:45 am
M, 28, 8:00 pm

TPA28

Student Recital

TPAaud.

NSC Performing Arts
Trio, Louis H. Huber,
violin, W. Ted Hoyle,
cello, Herbert Golub,
piano

TPAaud.

D. Wasserman, J. Darion
M. Leigh,ManofLa
Mancha, (Theater G.)
TPA28
Student Recital
TPAaud.
NJ Fed Mus Clubs; Harp
& Dance Concert, Festival
TPA78
Student Recital
Cooper Union, NSC Perf. Arts Trio
NYCity
Donald Dumler, organ
L Theater
Christmas ChoralConcert
Cullen, cond. Women's
Chorus, M. Montgomery,
Herron, cond.
L Theater
Senior Recital
TPAaud.
Faculty Recital: Tom
Herron, trombone
L Theater
Senior Recital
TPAaud.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia:
Amer. Musip Festival
TPAaud.
Faculty Recital; W. Hoyle,
TPA28
Student Recital
L Theater
Senior Recital

MAR

W, l,8:30pm

M, 13, 8:00 pm
Su, 19,3:00pm
M, 20, 8:00 pm
F, 24, I0:45 am
M, 27, 8:00 pm
W,29,8:30pm
APR
M, IO, 8:00 pm
Sa, 15,allday

TPAaud.

Instrumental Ensembles
Concert, Pere. Ens.,
Paul Price, cond., WoodM, 6, 8:00 pmL_Theater
Senior Recital
L Theater .
Senior Recital
NJSt. Mus.
NSC Perf. Arts Trio
Trenton
L Theater
Senior Recital
TPA28
Student Recital
L Theater
Senior Recital
TPAaud.
Concert Band, W. Price
L Theater
TheaterP/A

15, 8:30 pm

TPAaud.

M, 17,8:00pm
M, 24, 8:00 pm
F, 28, I0:45 am

L Theater
L Theater
TPA28

Senior Recital
Chamber Music Clinic,
S. Applebaum
Faculty Chamber Ens. Con.
S. Applebaum
Senior Recital
Senior Recital
Student Recital

MAY

M, 1,8:00pm
F, 12, 8:00 pm

L Theater
L Theater

Senior Recital
Spring Choral Concert
Concert Chorus, J.
Cullen, cond., Women's
T. Herron

M,29, thru ...
JUNE
F,23

TPAaud.

Opera Workshop, Felix
Popper, A. Brown

*paid admission; other events free. Subject to change.
To verify, call 527-2000, TPA-Little Theater

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WRITING? ART WORK? PHOTOGRAPHY?
BOY DO WE CAREi
DANA ~EVIEW DEADLINE NOV. 24
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SQUIRES SUFFER THIRD IT'S ABOUT TIME
STRAIGHT DEFEAT

BY K. GRAF

BY FRANK TEDESCO

Newark Stat's football woes off resulted in a 25 yd. pass
continued to 'mount Saturday completion to the Squire 15.
afternoon, · as the injury Two plays later, Bob Levine
riddled Squires were handed gathered in a touchdown pass
their third straight set- giving Tech a 12-0 lead.
back-this time at the hands Steven Szewczuk then ran
ofa strong New York Tech ag- over for the two point convergregate, 30-0. Tech unleashed sion making the score 14-0 at
a well diversifiedoffense, fea- halftime.
turing a slick passing game
In a third quarter Tech
along with the hard nosed dominated the action and prorunning of half-back Steve ceeded to put the game out of
S zewczu k.
The
results, reach. On their first offensive
enabled the Long Island series of the half, New York ilschool to play ball control lustrated excellent ball conmost of the afternoon, and trol, driving some 70 yards for
thus, shut off any chance for a a touchdown and elapsing
Squire victory.
over 6 minutes on the clock.
Tech chalked up its first The drive was highlighted by
score midway through the 1st the :in.dividual running of
period. After taking over on Steve Szewczuk, who contheir own 37, quarterback Har- tinually tore up huge chunks
old Marrero directed a drive of yardage through the
toward the Squire goal, cul- Newark St. line. After gaining ·
minating in a 20 yard touch- 16 yds. to the Squire 20,
down pass to Dave Bonet, giv- Szewczuk then proceeded to
ing Tech a 6-0 lead. The try for race the remaining distance
a two point conversion was for the score. The two point
conversion pass to Steve
stopped.
The score remained the Wong, gave Tech a 22-0 lead
same, until late in the first half midway through the quarter.
when once again New York
Following the ensuing kick
struck. A double reverse hand- off, Bruce Ascetta interpreted

a Newark pass and raced 31
yards for a touchdown. For all
intent and purpse the game
was over at that moment although, Tech did add a safety
in the 4th quarter, making the
final score 30-0.
Although the outcome was
rather lopsided, the Squires
once again received good performances from certain individuals. Mike Shern and Bagley
Goodwyn each played a fine
game d efe nsively, while
Freshman Dennis Zentek excelled on the specialty teams.
In addition, wide receiver Lee
Mood returned to action for
the first time this season.
The defeat leaves State with
a record of 2-3, and sets up
this weeks showdown against
Seton Hall. The Pirates have
been having their · own
troubles of late, dropping a 326 decision to William Patterson. The game has all the earmarks of a great contest as
both teams are anxious to return to their winning ways.

GIRL'S ·
BAS.KET BALL
BY SH ARON MA RCUS

GYMNASTIC CLUB
WELCOMES AL·L
BY SHARON MARCUS

The Newark State College trying to master, or just try to
gymnastic club is 'alive and do that foward roll that seems
well' and growing all the time. so ·difficult, come on out next
The club, which is under the Tuesday or Wednesday night.
supervision of the gymnastic Better still, come both nights.
teacher, Mrs. Ridinger, meets I can't guarantee that you'll
Tuesday and Wednesday improve or learn, but one
nights from the hours of 7-9 . bing I will guarantee, you'll
pm. The doors are open to all:
have a lot of fun.
men, women, faculty members, all that are interested in
getting some exercise, along
with having quite a bit of fun.
IMPORTANTIii
Alina Jankowski and
Marge Pickard are the student
managers and are willing to
This Is Just to Inform
help at all times. During a
you that the Peace Cennight's activity qne can experiter, on Morris Ave.
ment on the balance beam, the
In Elizabeth, Is dead
parallel bars, the uneven paas of November 1, 1971,
rallel's, parctice floor exercises
All Souls Day.
and stunts. The trampoline is
also available as 'Rocky'
D' Amato and Madeline Sirignano, show that two can jump
as easily as one.
·
So, if you want to improve
on that handstand you've bee!}

The girls at Newark State
will have one more club to join
when basketball begins on
Nov. 9th. The club, which is
under the supervision of Miss
Anne Venezia, will meet Mondays 12:15-1 :40 and Tuesdays
during' college free hour, 1:402:55. There will be competition among the teams that are
formed. Each team will be selfchosen, and will consist of at
least 5 players and one official.
The club will be using the 5
player court and follow the
D.G.W.S. rules for girls
basketball. A point which is
continually stressed regarding
activity clubs is that ALL are
welcome. English majors,
science majors, anyone who
enjoys participating in the
sports.
So, organize those teams
and be prepared to have some
fun. The club will meet in
Gym D at D'Angelo Gymna- .
sium. And remember: you
don't have to be a Physical
Education Major to participate.

Did You, (the Student, the
Faculty Member, the Administration, and You) know that
the N.S.C.'s soccer team is on
the verge of breaking all individual team records: if they
haven't already been broken.
As of Saturday, the soccer
team is 8-3 over all. Having
won their l'ast 8 of 9 games.
The result of the statistics will
be given at the end but right
now I want to clue you in on a
few unknowns.
Probably the main reason
for the soccer team's success
this year is due to the effort being given by not just 11 players
but all 30. It's true that many,
half, have seen limited action.
But everyone has and is playing an important role in the
success of the team thus far.
Let me explain:

This year the soccer team
for the first time in a few years
has players who have been, all
season, competing for spots
on the starting line-up. Because of the constant change
in the line-up the starters are
constantly striving to maintain
their skills and capabilities so
as to keep their spots. Thus
you have the reason why the
team has been so successful
and why all 30 players are important to the team.
The Squires have not gone
unnoticed for their achievements either. Sometime this
week they should know
whether or not they have received an invitation into the
NAIA district soccer tournament. This is a national tournament which takes the best

small · college soccer teams in
the nation. If they do g~t the
invitation it will be the first
time in NSC history for any
team.
The Squires biggest test
though, comes this Thursday.
When they play powerhouse
Trenton State (9-2). This game
is most important in may respects:
a) The Squires must beat
Trenton in order to be assured
of a tournament bid.
b) The game will decide second place in the conference.
(Important for a tournament
bid).! c) In last year's game,
the Squires were laughed off
the field as Trenton humiliated them 11-0. When you are
being laughed at by over 400
Trenton students you feel like
sticking your head in the
ground like as ostrich. They
won't do it this year!
The reason why I emphasized this last point was to sort
of get you to feel what we felt
last year and get you P.O.'d
enough to come out and see
the new Squires in action! The
need your support. If we could
get more than the 100-150 dedicated fans, we might be able
to have one advantage before
the game even starts. It could
possibly mean the difference
in winning or losing Thursday,
getting a tournament bid; taking second place in the conference, and making up fo r the
humiliation and sufferi ng we
went through last year. Maybe
now you can see, Thursday
around 2:30, how very important your presence would be at
this Thursday's game- Nov. 4!

Now for some statistics:
Present

Individual Records
Most goals scored: Peter Alli
Most goals in one game: Peter Alli
Hat tricks in a season: Peter Alli
(3 goals in 1 game)
Team Records
Most goals scored in 1 game:
Most goals scored in season:
Least goals given·up in a season:
Most shutouts in 1 season:
Longest winning streak:
Aver. goals scored per game:
Aver. goals scored against per game:
Best Team Record:

Record

18
4

21
5

4

5

Presentl
9
37
15
3
4(twice)
3.36
1.36
8-3

Record
7(was)
42
40
2(was)
3(was)
2.94
3.07
8-6-2(1968)

TODAYI BE THERE!
Independents, Greeks, Freaks

MAKE

NSC
A
COLLEGE!

fa<ulty, Administration, Youl

"Support the Squires"

Ii'I DE PEi'IDEi'l~f

I
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DATE

EVENT

PLACE

MONDAY, NOV. 8th
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Thematic Microlab
Coffee House
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Free U: Women's Group
Alumni Lounge
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Foreign Students Dinner
Room B, Downs
8:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
APO Mtg.
Alumni Lounge
8:00 p.m. - l :00 a.m.
Coffee House
Hex Room
TUESDAY, NOV. 9th
8:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
Blood Bank Drive
TV Lounge
1:40 p.m. -3:05 p.m.
Mass
Coffee House
l :40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
Community Coalition
Alumni Lounge
l :40 p.rn. - 3:05 p.m.
CCB Film Series: Flash Gordon
Little Theatre
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Free U: Rap Session
Alumni Lounge
7:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.
Festival Chorus Rehersal
Little Theatre
6:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.
Nu Theta Chi Mixer
Sloan Lounge
8:00 p.m. - l :00 a.m.
Coffee House
HexRoom
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 10th
12: 15 a.m. -3:00 p.m.
Self-Hypnosis
Alumni Lounge
3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Explore
Alumni Lounge
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Eho Theta Tau/ IFSC Pledge Show
Little Theatre
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
OPA Mtg.
Room A, Downs
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Liberal Arts Honor Society
Induction
Fae. Dining Room
8:00 p.m. - l 0:00 p.m.
Free U: Non-Violence
Room B, Downs
8:00 p.m. - l :00 a.m.
Coffee House
Hex Room
THURSDAY,NOV. llth
1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Foreign Students Coffee Hour
Alumni Lounge
1:40 p.m:· - 3:05 p.m.
CCB Film Series
Little Theatre
1:40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
Freshmen Class Mtg.
TV Lounge
12:00 p.m. -3:00 p.m.
Draft Counselling
Room A, Downs
1:40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
SEA Mtg.
WIOO
3:30 p.m. -6:00 p.m.
Group Experience
Alumin Lounge
3:30 p.m. -5:30 p.m.
Group Experience
Coffee House
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Coffee House
Hex Room
FRIDAY.NOV.12th
1:00 p.m. -3:00 p.m.
Sexual Identity Course
Alumni Lounge
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Explore
Coffee House
8:00 p.m. -1 :00 a.m.
Coffee House
Hex Room
7:00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m.
CCB All Night Film Festival
Gym
Tickets in advance only/ NSC I D's only
8:00p.m.NSC Varsity Football vs.
William Paterson
Away
SATURDAY,NOV. llth,
12th, 13th, 18th, 19th, 20th THEATRE GUILD PERFORMANCE
8:30 p.m.
"MAN OF LA MANCHA"
TPA
0

~,

